
2- What does it mean to work as a model?

In all the media we can find model kids images. Clothing
catalogues, television, cinema and fashion shows.
The criteria by which a team selects a model are always changing.
there are many details that make a brand's and these range from
their image, personality, expressiveness, fluency in front of the
camera or the demands of the script.
But not all children can be superkids. expressive, friendly and
obedient children are the ones who have the best qualities for this
are the most suitable for this activity. On the other hand, if they are
shy or restless, they do not have the qualities needed. Parents are
the first ones to get to know their children and know if they have
the right qualities to carry out this activity.

Frequently Asked Questions

Before registering with SUPERKIDS, we advise you to read all the
information carefully for transparency and trust.

General Inquiries:

1- What is a model agency?

We are the intermediary between the advertiser or production
company and the parents who want their children to be models.
We coordinate castings and jobs for the models, we process
contracts, assignment of rights, invoicing and monitoring the
payment of work, among other things. As an agency we take care
of and promote our models.



A good piece of advice is to take this activity as a hobby, which, if
well carried out, well managed, can contribute to awaken the
curiosity and discover new things for parents and children. It is also
part of the learning to accept negatives and to have patience. The
best thing to do is, invite children to participate, and to feel
comfortable, always from the point of view of motivation and never
from the point of view of obligation.
Although this activity is proposed to the child as a game.
It is necessary to always remember and take into account that it is
a job and that there is a group of professionals involved behind
each project.
It is important to adapt to the procedures, pace and ways of doing
of the profession. We will try to explain them in a simple and that
good communication is the basis of our work.

4- What is exclusivity?

At Superkids we know how exciting it is for the models to take part
in any advertising production that comes your way.
In order to optimize the coordination of your representation our
part, it is necessary that you choose only the agency that offers you
the guarantees, in which you trust and in which you feel you are
best represented, because being assigned to several agencies
leads to duplicity of representatives in castings.

3- How does the agency work?

First, there is a brand that you want to advertise. Behind this there
is a creative, executive and technical team that is in charge of
developing the idea, organising the castings, etc., the models are a
very important part of this part of this process and they have to
collaborate in the tasks that correspond to them. This team
includes a variety of professionals: casting directors,
photographers, stylists, make-up artists, etc., and they always try to
adapt the schedules with an understanding of the children's
needs.



Producing situations where the same model can be presented by
several agencies to which it belongs, for the same advertising
project, creating a confusing and contradictory situation that
favours neither the model nor its representatives.

The models, who entrust their representation to Superkids, will be
widely promoted at the insular, national and international level if
they wish, always respecting and adjusting ourselves to the
interests’ desires and illusions that in the field of advertising, the
models, their models, and their tutors may have, want or wish to
have.

SUPERKIDS will reject models that are registered in other agencies
and will other agencies and will work to give
opportunities to those who only belong to our agency.

5- What is a Casting?

A photographic or video test will be, used to choose the model
that fits the idea of what the client is looking for. It usually consist
of a brief presentation (name, age, hobbies, etc.) and shots of the
face, profile and full body. In the case of a TVC spot where a specific
performance is required, you will be, asked to do or say a phrase.
The castings are not are not paid. The production company or the
client contacts us with a proposal and we send the images of the
children who can fit the project. This is the reason why the photos
and the information are up to date. As the children grow and
change quickly. In the way the client can make a good selection in
advance for each specific project, that is why we regularly insist on
having all our information (height and updated information
(height and sizes)



Prior to the casting call the agency will send photos of the models
to the client or production company who will make the selection
according to their criteria. Once we have the result, the agency will
notify the models that the client has selected (previously selected
by photo) as he/she is the one who decides which children he/she
wants to see in his/her casting. Giving all the information of the
specific production. It is important that only the requested model
and an adult (It is not professional to go with the whole family).
Before attending a casting, it is necessary that you check dates for
the days of filming and check that you are available.
You should not go to the casting.

It is normal that, even if the shooting is only for one day we are,
asked for several days of availability until the exact date is
confirmed.
There are sometimes long waits, because the time slot for the
children is short and they all coincide at the same time, when
leaving school.

Bring something to distract the children while they are waiting
time, books, homework, snacks, small toys, water...
Sometimes the selection is, made directly through the photos
without the need for photos without the need for a physical
casting.
The final answer on a casting is, made after a long deliberation
considering multiple factors. this decision is
communicated to the agency and we then contact only the
parents of the chosen children. In some sometimes we call
for second rounds of casting, this is what we call: Call-back:

6- I've been chosen! What next?
Once the agency has been notified, there may be an appointment
with the client and stylist to try on clothes and decide on the look.
with the client and stylist this is called Fitting As an agency we are
a key player in providing the necessary documentation to the
production company as everything is a a lengthy process and from
time to time we have the time over.



We try to be as flexible as possible in order to understand the
needs of the clients, the children and you. At sometimes there are
last minute changes in production and we have little time to
reorganise.

7- Why are casting and fitting sometimes, known at such short

advance notice?

Productions follow a long procedure from the moment the client
decides to from the moment the client decides to dedicate a
certain budget to the advertising campaign until he decides which
models will participate. In between there are many decisions and a
big team discussing what is best. The dates of the shoots are,
decided in advance and many factors have to be coordinated in
relation to the availability of the availability of the
photographer/filmmaker, budget, availability of locations, etc. In
addition, they are also determined by the launch date of the
campaign and the time for post-production. It is for all these
reasons that final appointments are often made at very short
notice.
 
Some parents write to us worried because they are not receiving
casting calls. First, they think that there are many candidates for
selection. The most important thing is that we have an up-to-date
file and that we have all the required and valid documents
requested and in force. The first selection is always by photo, so it is
important that we have this material up to date and that the
photos show the sympathy or expressiveness of the child.
Remember that at any moment you may receive a call for
applications. Moreover, do not get discouraged.



8- What does I am on Backup mean?

In advertising productions, backup, second option, or BACKUP, is
used, especially for younger children. This alternative means that
sometimes a different of models are chosen for this concept, in
case the model chosen as the first option cannot come or be used,
or does not meet the expectations of the project, or any other
circumstance that prevents the filming, reportage, etc., from
taking place. If this circumstance occurs and your child is BACKUP,
don’t worry, because you would be informed in detail of how, when
and where you should go, and, as well as the project, shooting or
photographic sessions, the model is going to take part, in order to
transmit you, all the all the precise and necessary information,
which will offer you the and confidence that characterises .
Superkids.
If your child is BACKUP, you will be fully informed of how this
situation will be coordinated in all aspects.

9- The day before production

SUPERKIDS will contact you to let you know the exact location and
time of the that the model must be present. You have to be
patient because it is usual to know the location and time of the
production time the afternoon before the day the advertising
project is to be carried out, this means, that you have to be very
attentive to the phone on this day and, every day that your child
has been selected, in order to receive all the information of interest
to you, for example, if he/she has to come with you, if he/she has to
come with any extra accessories, changes of location or timetable
changes for later days, etc.
If the trip is to other islands or distant places, the client will be
responsible for all travel accommodation and basic allowances



10- AND THE PRODUCTION DAY HAS ARRIVED!!!!

SUPERKIDS and the production company that is developing the
project in which your child is taking part in, are perfectly
coordinated, Superkids staff are not normally present at the
productions, we are there by direct connection with the casting
coordinator or production company that develops the project on
the ground.

Superkids we are also parents and we know what are the needs
and care of your children, that is why we recommend that you
bring a toy with you, can entertain the children in the during the
waiting time, since in the sometimes long, having to repeat shots,
and sequences of photos, several times.
On the other hand, the production company has catering to cover
the basic needs of staff and models during the working days.
If your child requires a specific diet, please note that, of course,
please this in mind, thank you.

11- Financial issues/payments

· Remuneration:
Unlike other sectors, there are no set standards in remuneration
for this type of work. It is the clients who propose a budget and we
value and negotiate it, always trying to find the best deal for our
models and our work. That is why you will be informed of the rate
for each production Independently.

Before attending a casting, you will be informed of the conditions,
Dates and fees that each child will receive if confirmed to
participate in the project.
It is usual that you will receive a payment from the production
company and Superkids will pay the rest to you.
Payments usually take between 60 and 90 days.



Payments are made immediately after the advertisers or the
production company have paid our agency.
This is a lengthy process (it includes the client, the advertising
agency, the production company that can be foreign,
then the national production company, etc.).
At the end of a job, we will send you the corresponding receipt
with all the amounts broken down.

Definitions / Slang:

-Casting: A very short filming or photographic session where
models/actors are candidates for a job are presented the aim is to
choose the most suitable one. In these, the model is never saying
directly to the model if he/she has been chosen or not. The
decision is communicated directly to the agency and the agency
notifies only to the selected models.

-Call-back: This is a second round of casting to make the final
decision.

-Direct Booking: This is when the model is chosen through the
photo that the agency sends, without having to go
through a casting..

-Fitting: Appointment with the client and the stylist in which the
clothes for the session are and the look of the character
is defined.

-Shooting: photo session.

-Backup: stay in reserve.



-Casting Director: Professional who coordinates a casting on
behalf of a production company or client.

-Put in option: This is a selection by the customer that
is not definitive. Models are on option (reserve) to make sure that
they will be available for a certain working date when
the final selection is made. For the customer it is important to
choose models that he knows will actually be available.

Most decisions are made at the last minute and it is possible that a
model will be under option until the day before the
shooting and does not work; we know that this implies a series of
Inconvenience for families and we consider this. That is why we
update all the information as soon as we have it.

-Book: A collection of photographs or a model's portfolio that
shows the work done and the best images


